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A recurve bow is a bow with limbs that curve away from the archer when unstrung. A 
recurve bow stores more energy and delivers energy more efficiently than the 
equivalent straight-limbed bow, giving a greater amount of energy and speed to the 
arrow.

In modern archery a compound bow is a bow that uses a levering system, usually of 
cables and pulleys to bend the limbs. In general, compound bows are widely used in 
target practice and hunting.
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Compound bows are initially just as difficult to pull back as other bows; however, 
you'll only have to pull against the full weight of the bow for a few moments, making 
it easier to hold for longer periods of time.
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This reduction in holding weight at full draw is called “let-off’. Example:  A 40-pound 
bow with a 75 percent let-off would be ten pounds at full draw. 

Let-off is especially helpful for competition or hunting because it allows shooters to 
hold a bow at full draw – and place an accurate shot – longer than if they were using 
another type of bow.

The bow shown as a Deflex riser - Slower speeds but more forgiving 
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Mathews: Single cam, Solid limbs. AXA 38”, ” BH 7.5”, DW. IBO 328FPS
Hoyt: Hybrid cams, Split limbs. AXA 35”, ” BH 7”, DW. IBO 335FPS
Prime: Twin/Dual. AXA 36”, ” BH 7.2”, DW. IBO 315FPS
Bowech: Binary cams. AXA 35”, ” BH 7”, DW. IBO 335FPS.
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In the valley the bow is at full draw and weight supported by its mechanical relaxation 
system (let off).

With soft cam the valley is often wide a whilst with hard cam the valley is narrow 
near the wall (stops).
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Let-off example:  A bow with a peak draw weight of 60 pounds, that has a full-draw 
holding weight of 12 pounds, is a bow with 80-percent let-off. Twelve pounds is 20 
percent of the peak draw weight, which means 80 percent of the bow’s peak draw 
weight has been shed or let off.
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The DF curve is basically flat at the bottom of the valley.

The width of the valley is the amount of play shooters have after reaching the wall 
and can vary by considerable (1/4 to 1/2 inch)
A bow draw length can be usually be adjusted in ¼” or ½ “ increments. 
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Max draw weight limited to 60ib in Archery GB.
Some manufacturers have a wide valley and the anchor tends to be spongy.
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An extra-long 45 inch axle-to-axle competition bow would certainly be easier to shoot 
accurately than a super-short 28 inch axle-to-axle hunting bow.

The A2A an Archer chooses is dependent what the bow is going to be use for, and the 
persons physical physique.
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Longer length bows weigh more.
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Too short and you will be moving your head forward to see through the peep sight 
and too long you will struggle to reach full draw. Too much draw length will have a 
more negative impact on your speed and accuracy.
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The majority of bows have an adjustable draw length.

The draw-length on Modular-cam bows can be adjusted to a limited extent by adding 
or subtracting twists to the string.
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If you cannot anchor as shown either the ATA or draw length is incorrect
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Most bows have adjustable draw weight so choose one that has a range suited to 
you.
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1. Releases on the amount of travel.
3.  Releases on the amount of pressure that is applied. 
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You could spend lots of money but you do nor need to. It may be  better to invest in 
the future.
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1) Notice the cord on the drop-away rest.
2) The blade should be replaced regularly 
3) For field archery consider a “Whisker Biscuit Rest”
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Initially try a 30” front stabilizer (long-rod) with a 1-ounce weight and 15” rear 
stabilizer (short-rod) with a 2-ounce weight.

Check your bow’s balance using the sight bubble. Pull your bow to full draw, close 
your eyes, and then open them and look at the bubble. If it’s level, your bow is 
balanced. If the bubble drifts anywhere besides centre, you must make adjustments.

Please view:
1) YouTube video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaEiyGFskAI&feature=emb_title
2) Article by Matthews
https://www.mathewsinc.com/ultimate-stabilizer-guide/
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Do not buy a sight constructed of a plastic. A  disabled W1 archer shoots with a 
quality robust recurve sight. The magnifying lens is available  in a variety of 
magnifications X4, X6 and X8 typically. Start with the lower power.
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It is best to visit your archery supplier and use the expertise tell choose the set of 
arrows.
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A longer length is more forgiving but heavier.
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Brace height for target bow needs to be 7+”
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To be honest if you change your bow style then I personally think you would benefit 
from impartial voice from a knowledgeable person such as an experienced Level 2 
coach.

The alternative is an experienced compound Archer one that preferably competes. 
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Thank you for watching this CPD PowerPoint session.
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